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ACRONYMS
bbl/d 				

Barrels per day

BMI				Business Monitor International
CEPEC

Centro para la Promociòn del Comercio Exterior y la Inversiòn Extranjera

CUC

Cuban Convertible Peso

CUP

Cuban Peso

CUPET				Cuba Petroleos 		
EIA				Energy Information Administration
FDI				Foreign Direct Investment
GDP				Gross Domestic Product
ICT 				

Information and Communication Technology

IMF				International Monetary Fund
IPP				Independent Power Producer
ISP
Kbps

Internet Service Provider
		

kilobytes per second

Km				Kilometre
kV				Kilovolt
kWh

		

LPG
MINCEX

kilo-watt-hour
Liquefied Petroleum Gas

		

MSDZ

Ministerio del Comercio Exterior ya la Inversiòn Extranjera
Mariel Special Development Zone

Mt				Metric Tonnes
MW				Megawatts
NDP				National Development Plan
OECD				

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

OCPI

Oficina Cubana de la Pripiedad Industrial

PDVSA

Petroleos de Venezula, S.A.

TEU				Twenty-foot Equivalent Units
TRIPS
UNE		

Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
		

Uniòn Eléctrica

UNIDO 				

United Nations Industrial Development Organization

UNCTAD 			

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

UNDP				

United Nations Development Programme

VAT				Value Added Tax
VoIP 				

Voice Over Internet Protocol

WEF 				

World Economic Forum

WTO				World Trade Organisation
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INTRODUCTION

The Cuban economy has been under pressure for

divides the economy and makes market pricing tougher.

years, prompting the government to enact reforms.

Cuba is one of South Africa’s most significant political

These reforms are based on the realization that the

partners in Latin America and the Caribbean. The two

government is too big, that the economy overall needs

countries also have strong bilateral exchanges in the

to be more productive, that more government projects

fields of socio-economic activities. South Africa and

are not the way, that they need a bigger private sector

Cuba continue to enjoy strong and cordial bilateral

and they need foreign investment to drive production

political relations. However, the strong political relations

forward.

are not underpinned by robust trade and investment
relations. Cuba possesses favourable investment

Although Cuba still lags far behind its regional and global

opportunities for South African businesses to explore.

peers in terms of its overall business environment, the

A portfolio of opportunities exists worth billions in 11

government has increasingly acknowledged the need

strategic sectors of the Cuban economy, including

for reforms. In order to help support its struggling

agribusiness, biotech and pharmaceutical, tourism,

economy and address widening infrastructural deficits,

renewable energy, construction, oil exploration, mining,

the government passed a new foreign investment law

and industrial production.

in early 2014 that reduces the burdensome restrictions
placed on would-be investors, beefed up investment
security and lowers taxes on many types of businesses.
There are also critical features that provide Cuba with
a favourable business environment and make the
country a preferred destination for foreign investment.
These include political, social and legal stability,
strategic geographic location and the high educational
level of the workforce.

Cuba checks several boxes

for investors: relatively large population, healthy and
educated people, a growing economy, a low public
debt level, and a geographic location in the middle of
an expanding market and important commercial routes.
There’s also an investment catalyst: a better relationship
with the United States which should unlock more capital
flows.
While Cuba has made drastic changes, many old ways
remain that could trip up foreign investors. For instance,
businesses still have to hire employees through the
Cuban government. Also, Cuba still operates under two
currencies, the Cuban peso and the Cuban convertible
peso. Having a dual currency complicates transactions,

6
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2. MACROECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT AND POLICY
2.1

ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

Annexure 9.1 provides the geographical distribution of

The services sector is the principal driver of the

economic activity in the country.

economy, accounting for 72 per cent of gross domestic
product (GDP) in 2015. The sector is very important to

2.2

the economy and it employs over 70 per cent of the

Cuba endured an economic melt-down from 1990 to

RECENT ECONOMIC TRENDS

labour force. Trade, repair of personal effects and public

1994, mainly due to the exorbitant decline in foreign

administration are the backbone of the services sector.

exchange receipts following the end of the subsidies
from the former Soviet Union. From 1993 to 1997, the

Figure 1: Structure of Cuba’s economy (2015)
1%

country enacted “pro-market” economic reforms. The
reforms included the liberalization of self-employment,

1%

updating and modification of mining legislation,

7%
4%

20%

updating and liberalizing foreign direct investment

6%

laws, re-establishment of agricultural markets and the

6%
6%

reestablishment of the fiscal balance among others.

16%

From 2006 to 2010, further economic reforms were
9%

passed. The reform included the legalization of 99-year

14%

10%

leasing of land to foreign tourist companies, softening of
some regulations for self-employment and permission
for Cuban citizens to use tourist hotel facilities among
others1.

Trade, Repair of Personal Effects
Public Health & Welfare
Manufacturing

The economic reforms translated into strong economic

Public Administration, Defense, Social Security
and Education

growth which was experienced in 2006. The economic
growth was also largely driven by rising sugar exports

Transport, Storage and Communications

(averaging about US$200–225 million in 2006–2009),

Financial intermediation, real estate, business
and other service sectoris

increased medical services exports to Venezuela and an

Hotels and Restaurants

uptick in the tourism sector (Figure 2).

Construction
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting

Figure 2: Cuba and Caribbean Economic Outlook

Electricity, Gas and Water

(2006-2020)

Mining and Quarrying
Other Services

Source:

ONEI

(2016)

National

Information of the Republic of Cuba
Trade,

repair

of

personal

Statistics

effects

and

contributed

approximately 20 per cent to the GDP in 2015. The
industry includes self-employment, the repair of
electronics, carpenters, builders, auto mechanic and
mechanic turners among others. The public sector
(health, public administration, defense, social security

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook Database (2016);

and education) collectively accounted for 26 percent of

National Statistics and Information of the Republic of

GDP.

Cuba

It should be noted that a lot of economic activity still
occurs in the informal sector and is not accounted for
in the GDP data.

8
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University. Ottawa
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From 2008 to 2009 the global financial crisis adversely
affected Cuba, and this was transmitted through

2.3.2

declining nickel prices, slow-down in tourism, reduced

The fiscal policy in Cuba has sought two main objectives,

remittances and reduced subsidization from Venezuela.

namely, to achieve macroeconomic stability and to

During the financial crisis, the country’s growth fell to 1.4

embark on structural reform programs that are geared

percent; this was relatively stronger than the average

toward rationalizing production and the functions of the

growth rate of the Caribbean countries which reported

public sector and improving efficiency in the allocation

growth of minus 2.7 percent. Thereafter, Cuba posted

of government funds. The overarching purpose is to

an average growth rate of 3 percent during the period

create an efficient fiscal and public finance system more

2010 to 2015, whereas about 5 percent is needed to

in line with international standards, recognizing the

spur adequate development in the country .

imperative need to rebuild foreign relations and attract

2

Fiscal Policy

foreign investment4.
Economic growth is expected to improve over the next
five years, with a projected average real GDP growth rate

Cuba recorded a fiscal surplus equal to 3.01 and 6.70

of 4 percent. The growth will be buoyed by the Cuban

percent of GDP in 2011 and 2012 respectively. The

government’s commitment to opening up opportunities

surplus was due to sound expenditure controls. Table

to international investors; boosting, thereby the

1 shows that government spending started declining

development of important sectors of the economy such

from 2007 until 2011, driven by the decline in total tax

as agro industrial, tourism and biotechnology among

revenue. At the time of writing this report, up to date

others3.

data was not available.

2.3

MACROECONOMIC POLICY

4 Cepal (2016). The Cuban economy structural reforms and economic performance
in theory. http://www.cepal.org/publicaciones/xml/8/9458/r746-rev1-parte2.pdf

FRAMEWORK
2.3.1

Development Plan

Cuba’s National Development Plan Economic and
Social 2030 is private and not available in the public
domain.

However

ECIC

interviews

with

Cuban

authorities revealed that the main objective of the
National Development Plan (NDP) is to build a sovereign,
independent, socialist nation which is democratic,
prosperous and sustainable.
2 IMF (2016). World Economic Outlook Database - National Statistics and Information of the Republic of Cuba. IMF. Washington D.C.
3 Cuba (2015). Special edition on the law no. 118 for foreign investment

Table 1: Public finances (percentage of GDP)
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

30.4

28.1

23.7

21.8

18.1

19.6

20.5

Tax revenue

26.2

24

19.4

17.3

13.5

15.3

16.3

Grants

4.2

4.1

4.2

4.5

4.6

4.3

4.2

Total expenditure and net lending

46.44

49.23

56.04

53.93

48.99

48.43

47.76

Current expenditure

33.63

38.32

45.14

42.96

39.98

40.16

32.65

32.4

36.9

43.77

41.9

38.66

-

-

Wages and salaries

5.63

5.38

5.67

4.92

6.33

-

-

Interest

1.23

1.42

1.37

1.06

1.32

-

-

Capital expenditure

9.14

8.31

8.14

8.24

6.06

5.75

8.79

Overall Balance

-3.21

-3.24

-6.91

-4.86

-3.56

3.01

6.70

Total revenue and grants

Excluding interest

Source: CEPALSTAT Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean

Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd
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2.3.3

Debt Policy

Cuba’s external debt was estimated at 25 percent of the
GDP in 2014. The country has no specific debt policy.
On 12 December 2015, Cuba reached an important
accord with 14 of the 20 creditor countries of the Paris
Club agreeing to forgive past due interest and penalties
of some USD 1.1 billion of official debt outstanding.
The proposed restructuring with 14 countries under
the aegis of the Paris Club will take place during 2016
and will significantly reduce official debt by some USD
7 billion. Cuba also recognised the original principal
debt and agreed to an 18-year repayment schedule
after converting a sizeable part of the principal into
local development funds. The agreement will be
implemented on a creditor by creditor basis through
national development assistance agencies. After all the
agreements are implemented, Cuba’s visible external
debt will decline to about 22 percent of GDP in 2016
from a high of almost 40 percent of GDP recorded in
20005.
Figure 3: Stock of total external debt (35% of GDP)

Source: CEPALSTAT Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean, CIA, IndexMundi

5 Association for the study of the Cuban Economy (2016). Accessed at
www.qscecuba.org
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3. POLITICAL OVERVIEW

Political power in Cuba is highly concentrated in the

In light of the small steps towards reform already taken

hands of just a handful of people, particularly within

by the Cuban leadership, and its stated admiration of

the current ruling party, the Communist Party. This

the performance of states such as China and Vietnam

body of 15 people has several members older than 75.

– which have nominally communist governments but

Raúl Castro’s current presidential term (which he has

have prospered under more market-friendly policies –

stated will be his last) ends in early 2018, after which

it is envisaged that the situation will gradually improve.

it appears likely that First Vice President Miguel Díaz-

A long-term strategy for economic development of the

Canel Bermúdez, will take the helm.

The former has

island is critical to maintaining the legitimacy of the

cautiously adopted reforms to reduce the role of the

government, and to support an ageing population.

state and allow a free market to grow. However, not

However, the path will be long and is likely to be fraught

all the politicians from the Party fully agree with these

with setbacks given the spirited and perennial debate

developments.

economic

within the Cuban political establishment over what

liberalisation will be subject to bumps as hard-liners

constitutes a betrayal of Cuban identity versus what is

resist the effects of rapid change. In addition, political

an acceptable effort to improve the current system.3

The

transition

towards

liberalisation will be slower, with the regime favouring
the Chinese or Vietnamese system whereby a oneparty state presides over an increasingly market-driven
economy.1
While Díaz-Canel is considered a hard-liner by many
observers, there is a growing consensus within the
Cuban political leadership that the country needs to
follow a more pragmatic path in the years ahead, and
it is expected the post-Castro era will mark a major
turning point in Cuban politics.

While rhetorically

maintaining communist ideals, the Cuban government
has acknowledged that greater foreign investment
is critical to the country’s future and has courted
investment from the rest of the world.2

1 BMI Research (2016). Cuba, Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico Country Risk
Report. BMI London
2 Ibid
3 Ibid
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4. INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT

4.1

OVERVIEW

•

The Centre for the Promotion of Foreign Trade and

Council

of

State

-

approves

foreign

investment

Foreign Investment - Centro para la Promoción del
Comercio Exterior y la Inversión Extranjera (CEPEC)

•

Council of Ministers - approves and issues

- co-ordinates government initiatives and actions

the Authorization for foreign investment. The

related to investment promotion and private sector

authorization shall be issued within a term of

development.

60 calendar days.

Foreign investments in Cuba are governed by Law

•

Head of State Central Administration

No. 118 of 2014 on Foreign Investment (the Foreign

entities - the decision shall be issued within a

Investment Act). The Act provides general rules relevant

term of 45 calendar days as of the approval of

to foreign investors and sets out the principal legal

the application.

structures for the implementation of investment projects
in Cuba.

o

The Minister of Foreign Trade and
Investment will approve all the

Business opportunities in Cuba are promoted through

International Economic Association

a diverse Portfolio of Opportunities prepared by the

Contracts

Ministry of Foreign Trade and Investment - Ministerio del

services management, as well as the

Comercio Exterior y la Inversión Extranjera (MINCEX)

rendering of professional services.

for

production

and

- and approved by the Council of Ministers, and
published on a yearly basis. The Portfolio offers general

o

The

Minister

of

Tourism

will

information on every sector and provides investors

approve the International Economic

with the key elements of the projects prioritized in the

Association

country. According to ProCuba, foreign investment is

management businesses.

Contracts

for

hotel

allowed in all sectors except those in health, education
4.2

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

may be approved so long as they are consistent with

4.2.1

Ownership Requirements

the law and Cuba’s foreign investment objectives .

Foreign investment is permissible as a shareholder in a

and the armed forces. Investment opportunities not
listed in the Investment Portfolio can be proposed and
1

mixed, a completely foreign-owned company, through
The establishment of foreign investment in Cuba

contractual relations in an economic international

requires case-by-case authorization. The approval

association, effectively participating in the control of a

is given according to the sector, the modality and

business and, investments in public or private shares or

the characteristics of the foreign investment, by the

other securities not considered to be direct investments.

following State bodies, in compliance with the provisions

Mixed companies are legal entities adopting a corporate

of Chapter VIII, Articles 21.1, 21.2, 21.3, and 21.4 of

structure with foreign and Cuban shareholders. The

Law No. 118.

latter are for the moment limited to judicial entities
and excluding natural persons. The parties will decide
among themselves the percentages of ownership
and the valuation of the respective capital invested.
Foreign-owned entities must also be registered in the

1 ECIC meeting with ProCuba officials, 23-27 May 2016. Havana
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a “natural person” acting in an individual capacity and/

The foreign investor can sell or transfer his rights to the

or as a separate legal Cuban subsidiary or as a branch

State, the parties of the economic association or to a

office of a foreign corporation duly registered as such.

third party, provided this is previously authorized by the

In order to establish an international economic

government.

association, domestic investors must negotiate with
foreign investors every aspect of the investment,

4.2.2

Currency

including its economic feasibility, their respective

Restrictions

Conversion

and

Transfer

contributions, the management and administration
form of the association, as well as the relevant legal

Law no. 118 guarantees the free transfer abroad, in

documents for its formalization (article 19.1 of Law No.

freely convertible currency, free from taxes or any other

118) .

fees, of the dividends or profits obtained by the foreign

2

investor. According to Article 25.2 of Law 118, joint
In the case of a totally foreign capital company, MINCEX

ventures and national investors which are parties to

shall indicate to the foreign investor the Cuban entity in

international economic association agreements shall

charge of the branch, sub-branch or economic activity

be entitled to open and operate accounts in freely

in which he intends to invest, and with which he must

convertible currency in banks established abroad,

analyze his proposal and obtain the relevant written

with the consent of Banco Central de Cuba and in

authorization (article 19.2 of Law No. 118)3.

conformity with the regulations in force. Likewise, they
shall be entitled to engage in lending operations with

Examples

of

contractual

economic

international

associations in Law 118 are ventures to exploit non-

foreign financial institutions in accordance with the
relevant regulations in force4.

renewable natural resources, agricultural production,
hotel administration and providing professional services.

Risk of transfer and convertibility is extremely high
with two official currencies that co-exist, with different

Foreign investments in partnership with Cuban parties

exchange rates. The Cuban Convertible Peso (CUC),

are to first be negotiated between the parties who will

a fully convertible currency with a value approximately

thereafter take their proposed deal and investment to

equal to the US dollar, which is used for transactions

the government for approval. Investments to be owned

in hotels, restaurants and well-stocked retail stores.

100 percent by foreign capital will be negotiated with

The Cuban Peso (CUP), that can only be exchanged

the appropriate Cuban ministries.

against the CUC at 24CUP/1CUC for households and
at 1CUP/1CUC for government entities, is used to pay

The

following

are

considered

foreign

capital

Cuban workers and for retail transactions5.

contributions:
Given the huge difference in value between the two
ü
ü
ü
ü

Financial contributions in freely convertible

pesos, the system tends to distort labour market

currency;

incentives. For example, it encourages high-skilled

Machinery, equipment, or other tangible

workers to take low-skilled tourist-facing jobs, as the

goods;

sector has greater earning potential. It also grossly

Intellectual property rights and other rights

overvalues the convertible peso, used for foreign

over intangible goods

transactions, discouraging growth in the export sector

Property rights over movable and immovable

while boosting import demand.

goods and other property rights thereon,
including usufruct and surface rights; and
ü

Other goods and rights.

2 Law no. 118. Foreign Investment Act
3 Ibid

4 Ibid
5 ECIC meeting with Banco Financiero Internacional, S.A, 23-27 May 2016.
Havana

Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd
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Cuban government officials have indicated that

Cuban courts against claims of third parties based on

currency unification is a top reform priority, and the

rights or the application of the extraterritorial laws of

country is currently working on the exchange and

other states.”9

monetary unification6. Such unification will be gradual
and it is anticipated that the regime will persist for

4.2.5

the foreseeable future. Exactly how the two Cuban

The Cuban Industrial Property Office - Oficina Cubana

Protection of Property Rights

currencies will be unified remains uncertain. As the

de la Propiedad Industrial (OCPI), under the Ministry of

country can only benefit from very limited foreign capital

Science, Technology and Environment (CITMA), is the

flows because of the US embargo, it will probably have

governing entity that is responsible for establishing the

to wait until this embargo is finally lifted if it is not to

legal framework, policy and management of industrial

see to its foreign exchange reserves collapse when an

property in the country.

interim exchange rate is fixed.
The foreign persons with interest in submitting
4.2.3

Expropriation/Nationalisation/

applications for the protection of any modality of

Confiscation

Industrial Property in Cuba must be represented by

Cuba’s ability to seize assets is a key concern for

official Industrial Property agents accredited in Cuba,

businesses following its nationalisation drive in the

taking into account whether they have a real and effective

1960s, which led to the US trade embargo. Under

domicile or commercial or industrial establishment in

the new investment law, the government can only

Cuba, in compliance with the requirements established

seize property under certain conditions, which are not

in the legislation in force10.

dissimilar to the rules in other countries. Furthermore,
the investment law asserts that should there be a

There are other several regulations relating to industrial

government taking, provision is made for the payment

property, including:

of “commercial value” duly agreed to by the parties or
as determined by a third-party valuation expert chosen

•

by the parties7.

Decree Law No. 203/99 on Trademarks and
Other Distinctive Features, whose purpose
is the protection of trademarks, commercial

4.2.4

Breach of Contractual Obligations and

names, business logos, business signs and
slogans, by granting Industrial Property rights.

Dispute Settlement
•

The law on foreign investment provides a section

Decree Law No. 228/02 on Geographic

on dispute settlement applicable to all entities and

Indications, which regulates the protection of

individuals falling within the sphere of the law. Generally

geographic indications as objects of Industrial

conflicts are to be resolved as agreed to by the parties

Property rights.

in the documents establishing the investment entities.

16

Conflicts with the Cuban government and Cuban state-

According to article 58 of Law No. 118, the rights

owned are to be resolved in the local courts8. The

over the revenues obtained in whichever modality of

Cuban authorities are encouraging various sorts of

foreign investment, subject to Intellectual Property

internal attempts to resolve a dispute among partners to

protection, are regulated by the agreements contained

avoid arbitration. But if that does not work, the dispute

in the constitutive documents, in compliance with

would head to arbitration tribunals of the International

the relevant legislation in force. Companies involved

Chamber of Commerce in Paris.

in activities generating valuable intellectual property

To address possible concerns over claims filed in third

must be cognizant that the law provides that “the

countries involving investments in Cuba the law provides

rights of Cuban workers who participate in obtaining

that “foreign investments are protected in the country

technological or organizational innovations providing

in accordance with Cuban law and the decisions of

economic, social and environmental benefits will be

6 Ibid
7 ECIC meeting with National Bank of Cuba, 23-27 May 2016. Havana
8 Law no. 118. Foreign Investment Act

9
10

Ibid
ibid
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recognized in accordance with existing legislation.”11
Cuba is a member of the World Intellectual Property
Organisation and is a signatory to the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement on trade related
aspects of intellectual property. The TRIPS agreement
sets down minimum standards for many forms of
intellectual property regulation.

The agreement also

has specific requirements, enforcement procedures,
remedies, and dispute resolution procedures.
4.2.6

Labour Requirements

This aspect is regulated in Law No. 118 and Resolution
No. 16/2014 of the Minister of Work and Social Security,
entitled “Regulations on the Labour System under
Foreign Investment”, in compliance with the provisions
of the Labour Code and its supplementary legislation,
with the adjustments established by the Foreign
Investment Act and the specific legal provisions.
Established labour and social security laws, as modified
by Law no. 118, remain applicable to mixed companies,
foreign-owned companies and international economic
associations. In general it is expected that Cuban
nationals or permanent residents of Cuba will fill most
labour requirements.
The current labour model does not generally allow
foreign investors to directly hire labour. Rather, a
state employment agency will contract the workers.
The foreign investor will then pay the wage bill to the
state employment agency which in turn will pay the
workers. However, some designated positions in
higher management and technical areas can be filled
by foreigners not permanently residing in Cuba. With
respect to these higher management and technical
positions, the companies can designate the applicable
labour regime and the rights and obligations of the
employees.12

11
Alcalde L (2014). Cuba’s New Foreign Investment Law. Kegler
Brown Hill & Ritter. Accessed at http://www.keglerbrown.com/publications/cubas-new-foreign-investment-law/
12
ECIC meeting with ProCuba, 23-27 May 2016. Havana
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4.3

FISCAL CONSIDERATIONS

4.3.1

Taxes and Incentives

of international economic association will pay no sales/
wholesale tax during the first year. After the first year
the rate is calculated at fifty percent of the rate charged

The general Cuban tax rules are set out in Law 113

for wholesales. Tax on services is treated the same. No

of 23 July 2012 on the Taxation System. The rules

tax is paid during the first year and thereafter at a rate

applicable to corporate income tax are set out mainly in

of 15 per cent of the normal rate. No tax is paid for the

the Tax Act and Decree 308. Law 118 sets out special

use of labour. Mixed companies and investors (Cubans

tax rules for foreign investment in Cuba. Under article

and foreign) in contracts of international economic

47 of Law 118, exemptions may be granted in respect

associations are exempt from paying local development

of all applicable taxes. The Mariel Special Development

taxes during the time required to recover the investment.

Zone (MSDZ) further provides investors with tax breaks

When it comes to the exploitation of natural resources,

and other benefits.

whether renewable or not, the Council of Ministers
may decide to increase the profit tax rate by up to fifty

Table 2 provides a summary of Cuba’s taxes payable

percent.

by Cuban joint ventures and foreign investors that
are parties to an international economic association

Excluded from the tax benefits under the Law of 118 are

contract.

Cuban and foreign investors in contractual international
economic associations in hotel administration and

Table 2 shows that under Law no. 118 investors will

professional services. These investors will be exempt

be exempted from income tax for the first 8 years

from sales and services tax13. Joint ventures and

of existence and a 15 per cent tax rate thereafter.

foreign and national investors who are parties to

In addition to the favourable treatment of taxable

international economic association agreements, shall

income, mixed companies and investors in contracts

13 Law no. 118. Foreign Investment Act

Table 2: Rate of taxation in Cuba by category
Category of tax

Law 118

Law 113

Mariel SDZ – Law 313

Corporate tax

Exempted for first 8 years then
payable at 15%. May be increased
by up to 50% when involving natural
resources. Profits reinvested are tax
exempted.

35% and may increase by up to 50%
when involving natural
resources.

Exempted for first 10
years then payable at
12%. Profits reinvested
are tax exempted.

Local development

Exempted during investment recovery period

Not yet established

Exempted

Customs

Not payable during development
phase

Not payable during
development phase

Not payable on capital
equipment imported

Wholesale goods/
services

Exempted during first year operations. Subsequently 50% reduction
on wholesale sales and services

2% on wholesale
sales and 10% on
services

Exempted during first
year operations.

Natural resources

50% reduction during investment
recovery period

Defined per annual
Budget

50% reduction during
investment recovery
period

Withholding

4% of the purchase price of goods
or services

Personal income
tax (expatriates)

Exempted

15%

Exempted

Source: Chamber of Commerce of the Republic of Cuba1
1 Chamber of Commerce of the Republic of Cuba (2015). Cuba Foreign Trade, 1/2015 – Special edition on the Law no. 118 for Foreign Investment. Chamber of Commerce
of the Republic of Cuba. La Habana.
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be exempt from paying customs taxes for the imports

4.4

BANKING AND FINANCES

of equipment, machinery and other means during the
The national financial and banking system, whose

investment process

governing body is the Banco Central de Cuba (Central
Under the special tax system for the MSDZ, any

Bank of Cuba), comprises nine commercial banks, 15

foreign investor established in the Zone shall pay the

non-banking financial institutions, 10 representative

taxes stipulated in Law No. 113, with the adjustments

offices of foreign banks in Cuba, and three representative

contained in its applicable legislation as follows:

offices of non-banking financial institutions14.

•

•
•

Income Tax: There is a 10-year exemption

Foreign businesses’ transactions must be made using

from this tax. The Minister of Finance and

the CUC, and foreign investment businesses must

Prices may extend that period in the cases

open an account in CUC at any bank of the National

that could be of interest for the country.

Banking System. It is envisaged that foreign banks

Thereafter, a 12 per cent tax rate shall be

will be granted the right to have banking operations

applied. Investors shall also be exempt from

in Cuba, but regular banking activities are restricted

the tax on re-invested profits.

to Cuban government banks at the moment. Foreign

Tax on the use of Labour Force: All

banks are allowed correspondents that assist only with

investors are exempt from this tax.

foreign transactions for their foreign clients15. Financing

Tax on sales and services: All investors

of development will continue to be difficult due to

shall be exempt during the first year of

uncertainty about political and economic stability in

operations; thereafter, a 1 per cent tax rate

Cuba, but this is a matter of business risk calculation.

shall be applied. The international economic
association agreements for hotel, production
or services management and the rendering
of professional services shall be exempt from
this tax.
•

Customs tax: There is an exemption for
the means, equipment and goods imported
for the investment process in the Zone. The
General Customs of the Republic of Cuba may
grant facilities with regards to the customs
formalities required before and during the
entrance of goods in the Zone from abroad.

•

Contribution to social security: A 14 per
cent tax rate shall be applied to the legal
entities that use paid labor force.

•

Local

development

contribution:

All

investors are exempt from this tax.
•

Natural resource tax: It shall be paid with
a 50 per cent bonus during the investment
recovery.

14 Cuba Investor Guide (2015)
15 ECIC meeting with Banco Financiero Internacional, S.A, 23-27 May 2016.
Havana

Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd
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5. TRADE ANALYSIS

5.1

COMPOSITION AND DIRECTION OF TRADE

Over the past decade, there has been a steady rise in Cuba’s trade with the rest of the world, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Barring a dip in 2009, trade has continually risen, reaching US$19.02 million in 2015. The propensity to import has been
on the increase with the country registering a 4 per cent growth rate over the past 10 years1.
The gradual opening of Cuba’s economy in the short to medium term is likely to be accompanied by a rise in the current
account deficit due to the expected increase in imports needed to revive local production and plug the infrastructure
gap which the country has built up over several decades. The resumption of relations with the United States and the
adoption of the foreign investment law are, however, expected to encourage inflows of foreign capital, thus helping to
finance the deficit.
Figure 4: The direction of Cuba trade with Rest of World (2005 – 2015)

Source: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development statistics (2016)
Figure 5 shows that in terms of global trade, Cuba’s main exports are primary commodities and they accounted for
about 43 per cent of the country’s total exports in 2015. Primary commodities include live animals, dairy products, fish,
cereals, non-ferrous metals, pearls and precious/semiprecious stones and gold. Manufactured exports and chemical
products both constituted about 17 per cent of the total export basket.

1

22

ONEI (2015) and UNCTAD (2016). United Nations Conference on Trade and Development Statistics
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Figure 5: Cuba exports by product

Source: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development statistics (2016)
Figure 6 shows that the top 10 export destinations accounted for approximately 80 per cent of Cuba’s exports in 2015.
Venezuela is the country’s largest destination for exports. The country’s second largest export destination is Canada.
Eurozone countries such as France, Netherlands and Spain are also key export destinations.

US$ Thousands

Figure 6: Cuba exports by country

Source: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development statistics (2016)

Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd
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According to Figure 7, Venezuela is Cuba’s largest source of imports – mainly due to purchases of crude oil to supply
domestic refinery activities. China and Spain were also the largest sources of imports for Cuba. Collectively, the three
countries accounted for 60 per cent of Cuba’s imports from the rest of the world.
Figure 7: Cuba imports by country

Source: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development statistics (2016)
Figure 8 shows the composition of Cuba’s imports from the rest of the world by value for the period 2005-2015. Due to
the weakness of its industrial base, Cuba tends to import manufactured and other high value-added products. United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) statistical data shows that in 2015, machinery and transport equipment constituted nearly 30 per cent of the country’s imports from the rest of the world. This was followed by
manufactured goods (26 percent), fuels (19 percent), primary commodities (16 percent) and chemicals (11 percent).
Figure 8: Cuba imports from Rest of World by product group

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development statistics (2016)
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5.2

TRADE BETWEEN SOUTH AFRICA AND CUBA

Bilateral trade between South Africa and Cuba has been erratic over the past decade (Figure 9). From 2005, the trade
balance has been in favour of Cuba, with Cuba exporting more than it is importing from South Africa. However, in 2008
and in 2015 South Africa exported slightly more goods to Cuba than it imported from the country.
Figure 9: The direction of Cuba trade with SA (2005 – 2015)

Source: UNCTAD statistics (2016)
According to Figure 10, Cuba tends to import manufactured goods from South Africa. These goods include primary
commodities, chemicals and related products, machinery and transport equipment. In 2015, imports from South Africa
increased by 293 per cent, showing potential for South African products to Cuba.
Figure 10: South Africa exports to Cuba by product group

Source: UNCTAD statistics (2016)

Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd
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6. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT TRENDS

6.1

COMPOSITION AND DIRECTION OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

Assessing foreign investment in Cuba is complicated by the scarcity of data. At the time of writing this report there was
no current FDI data available. Nonetheless, as of 2016 the country was pursuing US$8.2 billion of foreign investment
in 326 projects ranging from the production of rum to an entirely new venture creating high definition, pay-per-view
television1.
Law No. 118 establishes the types of businesses that can be adopted as foreign investment in Cuba: namely:
1.

Joint enterprises

2.

International Economic Partnership Agreements including, among others, contracts for hotel management,
production or services, contracts to provide professional services, risk contracts to explore non-renewable
natural resources, for construction and agricultural production

3.

Enterprises with 100 percent foreign capital; foreign investors can set up on national territory as:
a. Natural persons acting on their own behalf
b. Juridical persons constituting a Cuban affiliate of the foreign entity which they own
c. Juridical persons setting up a branch of a foreign entity.

At the end of 2014, joint enterprises were the most prevalent forms of foreign investment in Cuba (50 percent), followed
by International Economic Partnership Agreement (45 percent) and 100 percent foreign capital companies (5 percent).2
According to Figure 11 the most attractive sectors for foreign capital were tourism followed by mining and energy.
Figure 11: Foreign Investment business by sector in Cuba (2014)

Source: ONEI (2016) National Bureau of Statistics and Information of the Republic of Cuba

1
2

28
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MINCEX (2015). Cuba Portfolio of Opportunities for Foreign Investment 2015. MINCEX. Havana
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The adoption of the law regulating foreign investments, which now allows the acquisition of participating interests in Cuban businesses should stimulate private investment. The gradual withdrawal of the Cuban State in favour of the private
sector is also expected to have a positive impact on productivity and wages, in the medium to long term.
As the US continues to ease its economic sanctions, it is expected that foreign investment will trend markedly higher.
Strategically important sectors such as energy, infrastructure and tourism will be the best placed to benefit from these
reforms, as they are central to the government’s efforts to bolster economic growth.
6.2

SOUTH AFRICAN INVESTMENT FOOTPRINT IN CUBA

South Africa does not have any FDI footprint in Cuba. However, over the past few years SA companies have shown an
appetite to investment in the country and have visited the country to explore different opportunities.

Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd
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7. KEY INVESTMENT SECTORS

7.1

NATURAL RESOURCES

7.1.1

Overview

a.

Mining and metals

Cuba hosts a variety of fuel and non-fuel mineral resources in complex geologic terranes. Its mineral endowment
includes chromite deposits in preserved fragments of oceanic crust known as ophiolites, and laterite soils that
developed on top of the ophiolites; these laterite soils contain the country’s most significant reserves of cobalt and
nickel. In addition to cobalt and nickel, Cuba’s metallic mineral resources include copper and zinc in volcanogenic
massive sulfide deposits, copper in porphyry deposits, iron in laterite and skarn deposits, precious metals in epithermal
deposits, manganese oxide in strata-bound deposits, and tungsten in vein deposits. The country’s industrial mineral
resources include currently mined, volcanically derived bentonite, feldspar, and high-purity zeolite minerals, as well
as gypsum, kaolin, lime, high-grade limestone, marble, and sand from carbonate terranes. Manufactured industrial
mineral products include ammonia, cement, sulfuric acid, steel, and urea1.
Cuba is an important nickel and cobalt producer and ranks sixth in the world in terms of nickel and accounts for 8 per
cent of the world’s cobalt production. The nickel industry is one of the key sources of income for Cuba. It produces
about 70 thousand tonnes of nickel per year (see figure 12) and accounts for more than 30 per cent of the world’s
known reserves2. The bulk of nickel and cobalt mining takes place in the town of Moa, Holguin Province, some 800
kilometers east of Havana3.
Cuban mineral production is state controlled, although the government has made steps to amend the mineral laws and
legislation, which will hopefully change the industry’s structure. In 1993, Geominera was formed as a private company
that utilised state funds. Geominera focus on gold and base metal exploration, whilst foreign investors are currently
developing nickel/cobalt and gold resources.
Figure 12: Cuba’s Nickel Production Volumes, 1975-2014 (Metric Tons)

Source: ONEI, Anuario Estadistico

1
2
3
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Wacaster S, Baker M, Soto-Viruet Y, Textoris S (2015), Recent Trends in Cuba’s Mining and Petroleum Industries. United States Geological Survey. Virginia
Reuters (2016) http://www.reuters.com/article/us-metals-cuba-nickel-idUSKCN0YZ2C5
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The Grupo Empresarial Geominsal has companies for

current crude oil and associated natural gas production

developing geology and mining distributed throughout

from onshore and shallow water coastal reservoirs is

the country.

These companies include: Empresa

approximately 50,000 barrels per day of liquids and

GeoMinera Pinar del Rio; Empresa GeoMinera Isla de

about 20,000 barrels per day (bbl/d) oil equivalent of

la Juventud; Empresa GeoMinera Centro; Empresa

natural gas in 2015. The country consumed 172,000

GeoMinera Camagüey; Empresa GeoMinera Oriente;

barrels per day of petroleum and other liquids, far

Empresa Minería de Occidente; Empresa de Ingeniería,

outpacing the country’s production capabilities. The

Construcción y Mantenimiento; and Empresa Central de

remaining two-thirds of Cuba’s petroleum demand is

Laboratorios “José Isaac del Corral” .

met by imports from Venezuela. During the first half of

4

2016, Cuba received an average of 53,500 bbl/d from
In the case of the nickel and cobalt industry the Grupo

PDVSA, which was a 40 per cent decline compared to

Empresarial Cubaniquel has two production plants

the level in the first half of 20158.

and other companies giving services to producers;
some of these are mechanical products maintenance

Cuba has four refineries, all of which are owned by

and construction, port services, employment agency,

Cuba Petroleos (CUPET), the state-owned oil and gas

employee services, engineering research center and

company. The country’s largest capacity refinery is the

others.

Ñico López refinery in Havana, which processes both
domestic and imported petroleum. The second largest of

b.

the four refineries, Niko Lopes, has a crude oil distillation

Hydrocarbons

Hydrocarbons produced in Cuba include natural gas,

capacity of 36,400 bbl/d. The Cienfuegos refinery was

crude oil, and refinery products. Almost all of Cuban

revived in 2007 and processes only Venezuelan crude

territory, some 100,000 km , is a prospect for oil

oil and has a capacity of 65,000 bbl/d. Cienfuegos

exploration besides the zone of shallow waters and its

is also undergoing expansion to increase capacity to

extension towards the deep water zone. The greater part

150,000 bbl/d. Total crude oil distillation capacity was

of oil production in Cuba is found in a sector between

134,200 bbl/d in January 2016, according to the Oil

Havana and Matanzas provinces where the largest field

and Gas Journal9.

2

possessing geological reserves of around 6,000 million
7.1.2

barrels is located.5

Policy and Regulatory Framework

The Energy and Mines Ministry is responsible for state
Exploration in Cuba has now shifted onshore, to areas

functions related to the sectors of energy, geology and

along Cuba’s northern coast. Russia’s Rosneft and China

mining. The ministry is also tasked with oversight of

National Petroleum Company signed agreements in 2014

CUPET and the Electric Union as well as Cubaniquel

that would expand production in this area, which contains

(nickel) and Geominero-salinero (salt-mining).

primarily heavy crudes. International oil company, MEO
Australia, drilled wells in 2016 that recovered oil by the

Foreign legal entities can develop oil activities in Cuba,

Block 9 section in Cuba, which is near the northwest

in collaboration with CUPET and prior authorization of

coast. In 2015, Cuba agreed to production sharing

the Council of Ministers. The rights conferred to perform

contracts with Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA), the

those activities are formalized through production

Venezuelan state oil company and Angola’s Sonangol to

sharing contracts that are signed with CUPET.

drill exploratory wells off the northwestern coast of Cuba,
which is to begin by the beginning of 20176.
As of January 2016, Cuba had 124 million barrels of proven
crude oil reserves and 2.5 trillion cubic meters of proven
natural gas reserves, according to the Oil and Gas Journal
and the US Energy Information Administration7. Cuba’s
4
5

MINCEX (2015). op.cit.
Gonzalez K. (2016). Cuba’s 2017 Energy Strategy
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Other regulations impacting on the sector include the

•

following:
•

Law 76 “Law of Mines” of 1994

•

Decree Law 222 “Regulations of the Law of

some 10km south west of the city of Nueva
Gerona.

•

Mines”
•

Mica prospects, “El Aleman”, (0.46km2) at

Mica prospects, “Ciro Redondo”, (2.25km2 ) at
some 15km west of the city of Nueva Gerona.

Law 81 “Law of the Environment”

•

Mica prospect,”El Bobo”, (5.25km2 ) at some
10km west of the city of Nueva Gerona.

7.1.3

Key Sector Challenges and Risks

•

Kaolin prospect, “Rio del Callejon”, (1.8km2 )

While there is interest in Cuban offshore assets, the

at some 18km to the south west of the city of

combination of low oil prices and technically challenging

Nueva Gerona and 2km north east of the town

fields could be stumbling blocks for foreign investment.

of La Demajagua.

•
7.1.4

Upcoming Projects and Opportunities

Kaolin prospect, “Km 13” (0.23km2 ) at 13km
south of the city of Nueva Gerona and 2km

According to ProCuba, there are potential projects in

north of the town of Santa Fe

the Recognizance and Geological Investigation Phase

•

Kaolin prospect, “Santa Barbara-Buena Vista”

(Prospecting – Exploration) for precious metals (gold

(10.12km2 ) at some 25km to the south east

and silver), base metals (copper, lead, zinc) and other

of the city of Nueva Gerona and 3 to 4km NE

minerals of interest in the following regions:

of the town of La Demajagua.

•

Central Cuba

•

Ciego – Camaguey – Tunas

some 30km south of the city of Nueva Gerona

•

Holguin and Macizo Sagua – Baracoa

and 10km west of the town of Santa Fe.

•

Sierra Maestra

•

2.

Kaolin prospect, “La jungla” (1.14 km2 ) at

Jaguey – La Catuca, in the Clego-Camaguey-

There are many mining exploration and extraction

Tunas region, which include rare earths deposits.

opportunities for companies seeking to invest in Cuba,

The site needs additional works to definitively

such as large ferronickel deposits at Moa Bay, proven

establish prospects, and recognisance work in the

polymetallic resources in several areas of the country,

rest of the area.

gold and silver resources in central and western Cuba,
as well as an active tungsten project on Juventud island.

3.

Holguin Oeste. The Holguin site rests in the

With sources of calcium carbonate, and perhaps other

North American continental border. The resources

industrial minerals, it may still attract the attention of

possibly include titanium as well as gold, silver and

international investors looking for new sources of raw

copper. The site has carried out recognisance in

materials. In addition, most of Cuba’s mineral resources

two prospects, the Monte Rojo prospect and the

lie close to the surface and can be exploited in open pit

Las Cuevas prospects. Surveys have also been

mines for relatively little cost.

carried out in the rest of the area. Prospecting has
still to be carried out in the rest of the area.

Cuba’s industrial minerals mining projects according to
The Portfolio of Opportunities for Foreign Investment

For South African investors and exporters opportunities

include:

are presented by upstream activities such as mining
exploration

1.

development;

underground

and

Isle of Youth. The Isle of Youth contains dozens of

surface contract mining services; engineering services

deposits and manifestations of kaolin. A geological

(including geotechnical, civil construction and bulk

investigation under an International Economic

earthworks, shaft sinking, etc.); and the supply and

Association Contract is necessary, followed by a

delivery of mining equipment.

joint enterprise. The total investment is estimated
at around US$5.3 million. The prospects of interest
include:
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7.2

INFRASTRUCTURE - ELECTRICITY

7.2.1

Overview

Individual buildings such as schools, hospitals and
residential buildings were supplied with solar energy,
hydropower and diesel generators. At the same time,

In 1958, about 56 percent of Cuban households had

improvements in the transmission and distribution

access to electricity and the power supply was limited

networks were made to reduce the transmission and

to a few main cities5.

distribution losses9. By 2008, distribution losses were
successfully reduced to 14.8 percent from 15.7 percent

In the early 1960s, the Cuban government nationalized

in 2007.

the electricity industry, which subsequently resulted in
an oil blockade, forcing the country to import oil from

In 2015, some 50 years later, a staggering 99.5 percent

the former Soviet Union on favourable terms. When the

of the population had access to electricity in Cuba10.

Soviet Union collapsed in 1990 and the US increased

The installed generation capacity increased from less

its boycott against Cuba, the oil consumption declined

than 400 megawatts (MW) in 1958 to about 4,000 MW

by 20 percent, adversely impacting Cuban production

in 1990. As at June 2015, Cuba had installed generation

outputs as the country experienced blackouts that

capacity of 6,280 MW of electricity, with thermoelectric

lasted up to 18 hours daily. From 2004 frequent

power plants making up 89.8 percent of the installed

interruptions were further amplified by aging power

capacity. Gas and hydropower only accounted for 9.2

stations and worsened by the impact of hurricanes

and 1 percent respectively of the installed capacity

that caused huge damage to the transmission and

(Figure 13).

distribution lines. The abovementioned factors had an
adverse impact on Cuba’s economy and resulted in

Figure 13: Trends in electricity installed generation

an energy crisis6.

capacity

In 2005, Cuba’s then president, Fidel Castro,
proclaimed an energy revolution dubbed Revoluciόn
Energética. The goal of the Cuban Energy Revolution
was to guarantee sustainable development and
economic development. The government carried
out an extensive renovation program to reduce
electricity consumption and to expand capacity
to generate power. The revolution included the
replacement of some 2.55 million refrigerators, fans

Source: ONEI (2015) National Bureau of Statistics and

and air-conditioners with more efficient ones and

Information

the replacement of incandescent bulbs with more
energy saving fluorescent lamps7. The campaign

Cuba predominantly depends on fossil fuels to generate

also included fuel for cooking, where kerosene and

electricity and the country consumes an average of 7

liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) stoves were displaced

million tonnes of oil a year and only about 1 percent of

by pressure cookers, rice cookers and electric

the energy supplied into the national grid comes from

plates8. Combined cycle gas-fired power station and

solar or wind energy. From the total supply of fuel oil,

renewable energy sources also played a key role

about 60 percent is used for power generation and the

within the framework of the Cuban transition to a New

remainder for transport and other uses11.

Energy Paradigm. In parallel to the energy revolution,
significant decentralized renewable networks in
remote areas were installed throughout the island.
5
Büro Ö-quadrat (2013) Cuban Energy Revolution – A model for
Climate Protection
6
Ibid
7
Ibid
8
Avila (2008). Distributed generation in Cuba

9
Büro Ö-quadrat (2013). op.cit.
10
ONEI (2015) National Bureau of Statistics and Information and
Electrical Union. ONEI. Havana
11
ONEI (2015). op.cit.
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The majority of Cuba’s power is consumed by households

offset of the eliminated cost of household kerosene

(43 percent) and followed by industry (23 percent). The

and LPG.

convention to electric cooking had a positive health

progressive tariffs.

Furthermore, the government introduced

benefit, reducing the risk of fire and clean indoor air. The
downside of the energy revolution is that it resulted in

7.2.3

Key Sector Challenges and Risks

increased peak load demand by 33 percent between

Cuba’s overall energy infrastructure is in an advanced

2004 and 2008.

state of decay and urgently requires significant
investment to upgrade. Cuba is also prone to hazardous

Table 3 : Power consumption by sector in 2015

hurricanes and as a result, UNE sustains high technical
power losses. UNE experiences an average power loss

Sector

Consumption

of 16 percent annually, with the most prominent power

Households

43%

losses occurring between 2005 and 2007 (Figure 14),

Industry

23%

the losses were worsened by the hurricanes14.

Agriculture

1.63%

Transport

1.53%

Other

16%

Losses

15%

Figure 14: Energy losses in Cuba

Source: National Bureau of Statistics and information of
the Republic of Cuba (2016) and Uniòn Eléctrica
7.2.2

Policy and Regulatory Framework

Until 1959, Cuba had four electric utilities and these
utilities were regulated by the Public Service Commission
under the Ministry of Communications. After the energy
revolution, the energy sector was nationalized and

Source: National Bureau of Statistics and information of

absorbed into the state-owned utility, Uniòn Eléctrica

the Republic of Cuba (2016) and Uniòn Eléctrica

(UNE)12. In 2015, the country had about 61 power
stations across the country, with Maximo Gomes power

7.2.4

plant in Mariel and 10 De Octubre power plant in Nuevitas

The country has identified the investment in energy

and Antonio Maceo being the largest power plants in the

infrastructure and the promotion of international co-

country.

operation as priorities.

UNE is the state energy provider which is under the

In its special edition on the Law no.118 for foreign

Ministry of Basic Industries13. While the power sector

investment 2015 report, the Government identified

in Cuba is almost entirely controlled by the State, the

projects that will require massive investment from

majority of investment in renewable energy is carried

the private sector, including through public private

out by the private sector through Independent Power

partnerships with IPPs, to expand power capacity

Producers (IPPs).

production and to modernize the transport and

Upcoming Projects and Opportunities

distribution of electricity throughout the country.
Previously, Cuba’s electricity was highly subsidized.

Planned project developments are captured in table

Following the energy revolution, electrical tariffs were

form.

significantly increased from 0.140 Pesos per kilowatthour (kWh) in 2004 to about 0.248 kWh Pesos in 2007.
The rationale for the increased tariff was based on the
12
Belt (2009) The electric power sector in Cuba. Potential ways to
increase efficiency and sustainability
13
Ibid
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Table 4: Power projects in Cuba
Sub-sector

Ongoing and Planned Project(s)
•

Siemens and UNE signed a memorandum of understanding in July 2016 to upgrade
and modernize the energy infrastructure of the country in order to provide reliable and

Generation,
Transmission and

cost-efficient energy1.
•

Under the terms of the deal, the two companies will carry out the development of
power generation, transmission, and distribution projects, as well as services within the

Distribution

renewable energy and automation sectors2.
•

Siemens will also be responsible to deliver generating technology to existing and upcoming power plant projects in Cuba3.

•

Joint venture to install 30MW to 60MW capacity bioelectrical plants to generate electricity (10 projects)

Renewable energy

•

Development of Maisi wind farm project with regional scope to install 174MW power
along the coastal strip of the Maisi Peninsula.

projects
•

Development of Banes wind farm project with regional scope to install 102MW power
along the coastal strip of the Lucrecia Peninsula.

•

100% foreign capital enterprise of the installation and operation of photovoltaic solar
farms with capacities between 5-15MW.

Source: Cuba foreign trade (2015). Special edition on the law 118 for foreign investment
Cuba presents opportunities for South African exporters of electrical equipment, including transformers, prepaid
meters, high-and medium-voltage switch gear, circuit breakers, transmission technologies, solar panels and wind
energy turbines. Further investment opportunities exist in rural and urban electrification, the construction of renewable
energy plants, and transmission and distribution networks and substations.
7.3

INFRASTRUCTURE – TRANSPORT

7.3.1

Overview

Cuba has a broad-based transport infrastructure that includes the branches of automotive, rail, maritime and air
transportation and is currently being organized, modernized and technologically updated.
a.

Air

According to the Cuban Civil Aeronautical Institute, there are 25 commercial airports in Cuba, of which nine are handling
international air traffic. The principal airport is José Martí in Havana. There are daily flights between Havana and the
major Cuban cities, and weekly flights to key countries/cities such as Canada, Spain, Mexico, Moscow, Prague,
Paris, Netherlands and Jamaica. Cubana Airlines is the national air carrier15. Annexure 9.2 provides the geographical
distribution on Cuba’s airports.
In Cuba at present there are various operational foreign airlines. The ones that render services the most frequently
include Copa Airlines, Air France, Air Europa, KLM and Aeroflot.
b.

Road

Cuba has a vast roadways network of over 60,000 kilometers of roadways for automobile transportation. The most
important connecting roads throughout the Island are the Carretera Central (Central Highway), the Autopista Nacional
(National Freeway) and the (Línea Central) Central Railway.
15

Institute of Civil Aeronautical Institute of Cuba. Accessed at http://www.cubagob.cu/ingles/des_eco/iacc/home.htm
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Only about 30 percent of Cuba’s road system was paved
as of 2015, and much of the country’s road infrastructure

Licensing of November 26, 1996
•

lacks shoulders, signals and road markings.

15, 1997
•

c.

Decree Law 180 on Railroads of December
Decree Law 230 on Ports of September 13,
2002

Rail

Cuba has over 8,000 kilometers of rail lines interconnecting

•

by loading and unloading Centers. The railroad connects
cities and villages across the island and is a prominent

Decree Law 255 on Civil Aviation of October 5,
2007

•

method of travel and transportation. Cuba is putting

Decree 278 of the Air and Sea Search and
Rescue System of December 30, 2006.

significant effort and investment in developing and
7.3.3

improving the island’s rail network.

Key Sector Challenges and Risks

The deterioration in road and aging rail infrastructure is
d.

a constraint to industrial and economic development

Maritime

Cuba has 32 commercial ports. Notable ports include

in the country. Due to traffic congestion and bad road

Mariel,

Cienfuegos,

infrastructure, turnaround times for export and import

Matanzas, Moa, Gerona, Cayo Largo, Batabanó and

becomes prolonged and consequently results in high

Nuevitas. The most modern port in the country is the

transaction costs.

Havana,

Santiago

de

Cuba,

Mariel port, located in Artemisa province, within the
Mariel Special Development Zone, which is about 45 km

Approximately 70 percent of the country’s road network

to the west of Havana. Since the port is situated in the

falls under municipal authority, where maintenance and

middle of the Caribbean region and the Americas, in the

expansion are the responsibility of local governments.

intersection of the North-South/East-West axes of the

The funding gap and the government’s ability to

maritime commercial traffic of goods, it constitutes the

adequately absorb and effectively service the transport

center of a 1000-mile radius circumference in which the

sector, without donor support remains a cause of

main ports of the region are located .

concern.

It has a modern container terminal with 702 meters of

7.3.4

quay, which has the necessary capacity and services for

Increased tourism, business and trade in post-sanction

the operation of Super Post-Panamax ships, by means

Cuba will place more stress on the country’s existing

of modern and highly automated equipment to handle,

aviation, maritime, road and rail infrastructure - which, in

store, connect and control containers.

turn, will require more modernization and repair. Cuban

16

Upcoming Projects and Opportunities

authorities have set the following objectives with respect
7.3.2

Policy and Regulatory Framework

to foreign direct investment in the country:

The Ministry of Transportation is the body responsible
for

directing,

implementing

and

monitoring

state

•

Management of wholesale commercialization

and government policy related to land, sea and river

of spare parts and accessories in the

transportation, auxiliary or connected services, and civil

different branches of transport, including the

maritime navigation.

development of local manufacturing and/or
repairing of components having the greatest

The transport sector is governed by the following laws

rotation on the domestic market and their

and decrees:

possible exportation.

•
•
•

Law 109 of the Roads Safety Code of

Efficient management of specialized transport
services of cargo and passengers, both on

Law 115 of the Inland Waters Navigation of

national territory and internationally, including

October 2, 2013.

exploitation and technical assurance. Efficient

Decree Law 168 on Transport Operation

management of services related to commercial

16
Antilles Strategy Group. Accessed at http://www.antillesstrategygroup.
com/17-cuba-investor-guide/12-cuba-infrastructure-and-telecommunications.html
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and agricultural aviation oriented towards both
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7.4

the domestic and international markets.
•

Management
services

of

transport

(including

products

activities

of

and

INFRASTRUCTURE – INFORMATION AND

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

training,

research, project and administration) in Cuba

7.4.1

and in third countries.

Cuba

Overview
has

embarked

on

an

Information

and

Communications Technology (ICT) revolution with the
Some of the key projects identified under the Portfolio of

goal of becoming the Caribbean’s software engineering

Opportunities for Foreign Investment include, inter alia:

and development centre and ultimately a digital hub.

•

•

•

•

Development, operation and management of
port facilities to receive cruise vessels, at ports

To this end, the authorities have invested in the

in La Habana, Cienfuegos, Santiago de Cuba,

development of human capital and have spent

Sancti Spiritus and Holguín provinces at an

approximately 1.2 percent of GDP in technological

estimated investment amount of US$74 million

research and development – considered one of the

Expansion of drydock capacities with 1000

highest research and development expenditure per GDP

ton docks, naval repair and building services,

in Latin America17. Despite this investment, the country

provisioning, as well as maintenance and

remains one of the least digitally connected countries in

repairing life rafts.

the region.

Acquisition of second-hand locomotives, as
well as extending the electrical input system

Cuba has the lowest level of internet penetration in the

with catenary lines and substations between

western hemisphere and one of the lowest in the world.

Havana and Matanzas, at an estimated

The latest data from the International Telecommunication

investment amount of US$6 million

Union places Cuba’s internet penetration at 31 percent

A Joint Enterprise for the operation and

as of 2015, a slight increase from 29 percent in 2014 and

management of Astillero de Casablanca and

only 16 percent in 2011 (see Table 5).

updating the technological level of the new
•

•

shipyard

Cuba’s fixed-line telephone network is on par with that

A Service Management Contract - tepairing the

of other large Caribbean islands and many other Latin

fleet of locomotives by supplying spare parts,

American countries. However, Cuba’s poor connectivity,

technological equipment, management and

slow Internet connection speeds and high costs combine

specialized technical consultancy

to make the country an outlier in the region.

Ship repairs in the more than 40 shipbuilding

Cubans who do access the Internet do so from work or

facilities and dry docks across the country

school. A combination of high costs, blocked sites and

Most

monitoring drives most Cubans to forego connecting to
South African exporters have an opportunity to invest

the global Internet, instead accessing a domestic intranet

in the rehabilitation and the replacement of rail tracks,

with limited offerings.

development and construction of roads and bridges.
Expansions and upgrading to port infrastructure in the

Table 5 further shows that the overall mobile penetration

country may indicate further demand for port assistance

rate in Cuba has been static at 85.3 per cent since 2012,

craft, including tugs, pilot and patrol boats. South Africa

according to International Telecommunications Union

has a comparative advantage in exporting such crafts.

data.

South African exporters have further opportunities to

The Cuban ICT market is entirely government controlled

invest in the construction of ports quay walls, graving and

with two state-owned internet service providers (ISPs),

floating docks, slipways and port storage facilities.

one of which also owns the only mobile phone carrier
(Cubacel) in the country. The first, ETECSA (sometimes
called ENET), offers dial up Integrated Digital Network
17
Ashby T (2016). Silicon Valley Rebooted: Cuba’s Information & Communications Technology Revolution, Harvard International Review, February 1, 2016.
Accessed at http://hir.harvard.edu/silicon-island-rebooted-cubas-information-communications-technology-revolution/
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Table 5: ICT coverage in Cuba
Unit

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Wireless subscribers

‘000

1,315

1,682

1,996

2,531

3,335

Wireless subscribers/100 inhabitants

Percent

83.7

85.3

85.3

85.3

85.3

Fixed line subscribers

‘000

1,193

1,217

1,237

1,265

1,296

Internet users

‘000

783

834

1,014

1,067

1,096

Internet users/100 inhabitants

Percent

16.0

21.2

27.9

29.1

31.1

Broadband internet subscribers

‘000

4,421

5,013

5,360

7,793

8,157

Source: International Telecommunications Union
and dedicated access and data communications. The

7.4.2

second, Center for Automatic Interchange of Information

The Ministry of Communications provides policy and

Policy and Regulatory Framework

(CENIAI) - operated by Citmatel, a branch of the Cuban

regulatory oversight to the Cuban ICT sector.

Ministry of Science and Technology - provides dial up

business operations of the sector are presided by

and corporate internet services, including hosting and

two management organisations, namely, the Correos

network management.

de Cuba Business Group and the Computing and

The

Communications Business Group.
ETECSA plans to offer a range of new Internet
services, including mobile Web access and unrestricted

In its National Strategy for the Development of

home Internet access, but Cuba’s decrepit telecom

Broadband Infrastructure in Cuba, the Ministry of

infrastructure—especially aging and sparse cellphone

Communications plans to convert the existing low-speed

towers—is lagging far behind customer demand for

switched services to faster broadband. The strategy calls

streaming video, photo-sharing, and 4G phones, and

for at least 50 percent of households (around two million)

is constrained by lack of funding. Much of the island’s

to have broadband connections by 2020, together with

internet infrastructure is made from outdated Chinese

80 percent of business entities (private and state-owned),

components and will require large scale financing to

and 95 percent of educational and health centers.

upgrade .

Recognizing the cost barrier to Wi-Fi connectivity, the

18

government also promised that monthly access to
Cuba has a fiber-optic cable, namely ALBA-1, connecting

the broadband network at 256 kbps (considered

the island to Venezuela and Jamaica. The ALBA-1 cable

adequate for streaming videos or Apple music, but still

is a 1,860 km undersea fiber optic telecommunications

below the industry standard of 320 kbps) would not cost

cable that spans between La Guaira, Venezuela and

more than 5 percent of the average monthly wage of the

Simony, Cuba, with another stretch between Santiago de

Cuban population19.

Cuba and Ocho Rios, Jamaica. Annexure 9.3 shows the
cable’s course between these points. The ALBA-1 cable

Resolution 92/2003 prohibits email and other ICT

is jointly-owned by the Venezuelan state entity TELECOM

service providers from granting access to individuals

and the Cuban state entity TRANSBIT. Until the activation

who are not approved by the government, and requires

of the ALBA-1 cable, Cuba’s entire internet was limited to

that they enable only domestic chat services, not

satellite links, which offered limited bandwidth and high

international ones. Entities that violate these regulations

latency times. It is also important to note that virtually

can be penalized with suspension or revocation of their

all of Cuba’s Internet services are routed through US

authorization to provide access. According to the 1996

servers. Currently, the ALBA-1 cable serves to connect

Decree-Law 209, in order to be eligible to obtain a

Cuban internet users to these servers by directing Cuban

permit to get Internet access at home, Cuban citizens

traffic from the ALBA-1 cable to other undersea cables
connecting Venezuela to the United States.
18

40

Ibid

19
Alonso B, Boggs S (undated). Cuba: Technology as an Engine of
Economic Development. Accessed at http://www.squirepattonboggs.com/~/media/files/insights/publications/2016/03/technology-as-an-engine-of-economic-development/technology-as-an-engine-of-economic-development.pdf
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must provide a “valid reason” to request the connection.

•

Production of products and services for

An individual’s response is then evaluated by the local

Informatics Solutions (standard tabletop PC,

Defense of the Revolution committee, which will grant or

systems without MSD discs, PC tablets,

deny the permit according to “merit” and priorities of the

Laptops and Mini-laptops); and

nation .
20

•

Production of basic residential land phones and
a range of additional provisions and smart cell

No independent regulatory body for managing the ICT

phones at an estimated investment of US$7.2

sector exists in Cuba.

million

Key Sector Challenges and Risks

Best prospect for South African suppliers in the ICT sector

The island’s technology infrastructure is the major

include prepaid calling cards, VoIP equipment and tools,

impediment to ICT sector growth. Much of Cuban

wireless networks, Wi-Fi equipment, wi-max equipment,

connectivity is based on the X.25 protocol, an archaic

CDMA equipment, DSL equipment, GSM solutions and

(1970s) system for Wide Area Network communications

applications, call centers, fiber-optic cables, and billing

which is inadequate for Internet traffic. ICT professionals

solutions.

7.4.3

must contend with 2.4 kilobytes per second (kbps) data
7.5

TOURISM

latest version of software or hardware, and technical

7.5.1

Overview

books or industry journals are almost as prized

The island of Cuba is one of the most popular tourist

as iPhones. In a country where the average monthly

destinations in the world. The country is a crucial tourist-

salary is US$25, an hour-long cybercafé connection

absorbing market in the Caribbean sub-region for its

costs US$1.50 for the government-controlled national

natural and cultural resources, as well as for medical

intranet (which has restricted content and an in-country

tourism.. Land-based tourism is the principal form

email system) or around US$7.00 to access the global

of tourism in Cuba, while sea-based tourism plays a

web (generally used by government officials and tourists,

marginal role (island cruises).

transfers and constant redialing to make connections.
Cuban technicians cannot go online and download the

although ordinary Cubans can use it if they can afford to
With its tropical climate, beaches, colonial architecture

do so)21.

and distinct cultural history, Cuba has long been an
The Cuban government continues to control the legal and

attractive destination for tourists. Cuba treasures 253

institutional structures that determine who has access

protected areas, 257 national monuments, 7 UNESCO

to the internet and how much access will be permitted.

World Heritage Sites, 7 Natural Biosphere Reserves and

Home connections are not yet allowed for the vast

13 Fauna Refuge among other non-tourist zones22.

majority of Cubans, and the government regulates the
sale and distribution of internet-related equipment.

The significance of Cuba in the world tourist market
increases considerably every year, as illustrated by its

7.4.4

Upcoming Projects and Opportunities

The Cuban telecommunication market for the full range

growing tourist infrastructure and an increasing number
of foreign tourists each year (see Figure 14).

of telecommunication equipment and components is
growing, including copper and fiber optic cables, central
office switches, cellular stations, data communications
satellites, and microwave communication equipment.
Some of the key investment opportunities identified by
MINCEX include, but not limited to the following:
20
21

Ashby T (2016). op.cit.
Ibid

22
Ortega V. Cuba as a Destination: Ready for the Tsunami? Cuban
News Agency, 26 August 2015
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Figure 15: Cuba inbound tourism

7.5.2

Policy and Regulatory Framework

The Ministry of Tourism is the body responsible for
directing, evaluating, monitoring and implementing, within
its jurisdiction, state and government policy related to
tourism.
In order to guarantee the training and upgrading of the
sector’s personnel, with a view to assuring professionalism,
quality and efficient services, the country has the National
System for Professional Tourism Training, composed of
Source: World Tourism Organisation

19 schools throughout national territory.

Cuba welcomed approximately 3.5 million international

7.5.3

visitors in 2015, a 16.6 percent increase from 2014. The

All Cuban employees must be hired only through

main market was Canada (173 727), followed by Italy

the Cuban state employment agencies, which select

(23 009), Germany (21 473), United States (20 997) and

the workers and negotiate wages, hours, and other

France (19 140). The country has also experienced a

employment terms. This limits a business in its selection

significant rise in tourist arrivals in early 2016 and this was

of workers, negotiation of wages, and other employment

marked by a growing increase in visitors from Germany,

terms.

Key Sector Challenges and Risks

the UK, the US, France, Italy and Argentina .
23

Moreover, the state employment agencies retain a
As of 2016, Cuba boasted over 60,000 hotel rooms,

substantial overhead on employment transactions, as

68 percent of which were in four- and five-star venues.

wages paid to employees are much less - only about 5

The majority of Cuba’s hotels (71 percent) are beach

percent - than the employment fee paid by the employer

properties, and most of the remainder (23 percent) are

to the agencies. The resulting pay rates are so low that

in cities (mainly Havana and Varadero). A small number

foreign companies typically give workers bonuses to

(2 percent) are located in natural reserves. Two-thirds of

motivate performance and make up for inadequate pay

the hotel rooms are in the four- and five-star categories,

levels.

but the nation also has a substantial number of private
accommodations called casas particulares, similar to bed

Foreign investors and hoteliers from market based

and breakfast inns24.

economies have found that Cuba’s centralized economy
and bureaucracy has created particular staffing issues

Varadero, located on the northern coast, is the principal

and higher costs than normal.

resort destination of Cuba. It has experienced steady
hotel construction and growing air trafﬁc. While Havana

7.5.4

and Varadero form the foundation of tourism in Cuba,

Opportunities for innovation in Cuba’s tourism industry

the Ministry of Tourism has also established six additional

lie in ecotourism, health tourism adventure tourism,

locations as important Cuban tourism poles.

cruise terminal expansion, and water sports such as

Upcoming Projects and Opportunities

ﬁshing or scuba diving. The potential tourism projects

42

The Cuban tourism sector is expected to expand at a

are sketched in striking detail in the Portfolio of Foreign

very rapid pace in the coming years, as a result of an

Investment Opportunities. Cuba would like to build 21

already-existent trend and the added interest in the island

new hotels in the Cienfuegos, Trinidad, Guardalavaca,

following the US government’s 2014 announcement that

Playa Santa Lucía and Covarrubias areas. The state

it would seek to fully normalise relations with the country.

companies that own hotels throughout the island are

23
Ministry of Tourism, One million tourist arrivals to Cuba, Granma,
14 March, 2016. Accessed at http://en.granma.cu/tourism/2016-03-14/one-million-tourist-arrivals-to-cuba
24
Thomas J, Kitterlin-Lynch M, Lorenzo Del Valle D (2015). Cuba’s Future
Hospitality and Tourism Business: Opportunities and Obstacles. Cornell Hospitality
Reports, 15(11), 6-16.

seeking new management contracts; 19 of them are for
new hotels and 14 are for existing hotels and facilities.
Cuban authorities also aim to diversify the management

Trade & Investment Opportunities in Cuba

and commercialization of tourist facilities by renowned

these, marine tourism opportunities exist.

Cuba has

foreign chains.

a substantial number of bodies of water that are still
unexploited. A luxury boat cruise or tour operatorship

Of particular interest to investors who might like to own

could be a great idea.

condos on Cuban golf courses: a new government entity
(belonging to the Palmares holding company), CubaGolf,

7.6 AGRICULTURE AND AGROPROCESSING

will “promote the island as a golf-holiday destination.”
CubaGolf is currently in negotiations with several foreign

7.6.1 Overview

partners to form joint ventures to build and manage

The island has 6.3 million hectares of agricultural land;

tourism-golf-condo complexes. One such potential joint

of which only 2.6 million hectares are being cultivated28.

venture in Holguin province, with a USD380 million price

Cuba’s climate is semi-tropical, with a rainy season from

tag, would boast two 18-hole golf courses, a 5-star

May to October. Droughts are common while Cuba’s

hotel with 170 rooms and 1,300 housing units available

eastern coast is prone to hurricanes from August to

for “in perpetuity” purchase. (Land ownership will not be

October.

transferable.) Hotel rates are estimated at USD130 per
night for a couple and a game of golf will be priced at

Cuba uses agroecology farming methods, an approach

USD70 to 85

to farming that developed in the late 1970s in Latin

.

2526

America as a reaction against the top-down, technologyAccording to the Ministry of Tourism, Cuba plans to

intensive and environmentally destructive strategy that

increase its hotel capacity by creating more than 78,000

characterizes modern industrial agriculture. It encourages

rooms by 2020. The northern cities of Camaguey and

local production by small-scale farmers, using sustainable

Ciego de Avila have the potential to build more than

strategies and combining Western knowledge with

30,000 rooms, and some 56 tourism projects, including

traditional expertise.

golf condos and 21 new hotels. To attract more tourists,
Cuba is trying to diversify its appeal, for example, by

Cuba adopted agro-ecological farming techniques out

constructing six golf courses to appeal to foreign visitors,

of necessity when its economic partner, the Soviet bloc,

to attract high income visitors from such nations as Japan

dissolved in the early 1990s. The dissolution of the Soviet

and China, and to encourage higher spending by regular

bloc saw the decline of Cuba’s food production due to

visitors (e.g., Canadians, the third highest golf consumers

the loss of imported fertilizers, pesticides, tractors and

in the world) .

petroleum. In 1993 the Cuban government restructured

27

state farms by enacting agrarian decentralization
Foreign investment participation in the sector will be

policies that encourage production by cooperatives and

directed to promote new hotels through new building

small-scale farmers with less dependence on imported

projects, or reconstructions, of accommodations facilities

synthetic chemical inputs and more dependence on local

as well as the complementary infrastructures. In out-of-

resources. The policy change was based on a growing

hotel activity it will be promoting real estate development

perception that smaller farms would be more easily

associated with golf courses and others that will be

managed and better able to take on the sustainable

complemented by 100 percent Cuban marinas and also

agriculture practices.

building theme parks. Not included are dolphinariums,
foods services, marinas and complementary services.

Sugar

Several opportunities are available for South African

accounting for 77 percent of total exports in 1990. The

investors,

including

the

design,

construction

was

predominately

Cuba’s

chief

product,

and

government devoted 30 percent of agricultural land

management of luxury lodges and retreats. Apart from

to sugarcane for export, while importing 57 percent of

25
res://ieframe.dll/acr_error.htm#brookings.edu,https://www.brookings.
edu/blog/up-front/2014/11/21/cubas-foreign-investment-invitation-insights-into-internal-struggles/
26
Feinberg R (2014). Cuba’s Foreign Investment Invitation: Insights into
Internal Struggles. https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2014/11/21/cubas-foreign-investment-invitation-insights-into-internal-struggles/
27
Cornell University (2015). Challenges and opportunities in Cuba’s
hospitality sector

the country’s food supply. Sugar production has since
declined from about 8 million tons in 1990 to about
1.2 million tons in 2010. The decline in 1990 was due
28

Cuba (2015). Portfolio of opportunities for foreign investment

Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd
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to insufficient reinvestment and a shortage of imported

expands into Cuba. If large US businesses displace small-

inputs. In 2006, production continued to decline mainly

scale farmers, the diversity of crops that Cuba produces

due to hurricane damages; break-downs of old sugar

will be reduced, local economies and food security will be

mills and managerial problems.

harmed and there will be increasing ranks of unemployed.

7.6.2 Policy and Regulatory Framework

7.6.4 Upcoming Projects and Opportunities

The Ministry of Agriculture provides oversight and policy

The priorities of the ministry of agriculture are to promote

guidance on the agricultural sector. The state owns 78

comprehensive agro-industrial projects that increase

percent of the land in Cuba, while small farmers own

food production, encourage sustainable development

15 percent and cooperatives own only 7 percent of

and increase efficiency, quality and competitiveness in

the land29. To promote sector performance, the Cuban

the sector, with the aim of reducing food imports and

government

policies

increasing and diversifying food exports. The Cuban

regarding economic incentives and access to finance,

government does not have the financial resources to

technology and agricultural markets for producers.

achieve these goals, and is looking to foreign investors

has

implemented

agricultural

to realise these priorities. Foreign investment shall be
7.6.3 Key Sector Challenges and Risks

fundamentally directed towards fruit, vegetables, grains

Cuba is prone to destructive hurricanes which undermine

and cereals, beef, pork, poultry, animal food and milk, as

the food security in the country. The country is a net

well as integral products including intensive management

importer of food, thus vulnerable to exogenous factors

of forestry products having a commercial nature. Tobacco

such as high food prices which may threaten the national

products and the premium cigar industry are excluded

sovereignty. Cuba’s agriculture system is also under

from foreign investment and land ownership will not be

increasing pressure to deliver to its flourishing tourist

transferrable.

markets30.
There is increased threat of agro-ecological small-scale
farms being destroyed if the U.S. industrial agriculture
29
MINCEX (2015). op.cit.
30
The conversation.com (2016). Cuba’s sustainable agriculture http://
theconversation.com/cubas-sustainable-agriculture-at-risk-in-u-s-thaw-56773

As per Table 6 the following investment opportunities exist:
Table 6: Agriculture and agro-processing opportunities in Cuba
Opportunity

Description of opportunity

Hog production development

•
•

Soy processing plant to produce
refined oil

•
•

Sugar mill production
(4 projects)

•

Shrimp farming

•

•

•

Joint venture for building and setting up facilities running on clean, modern
technologies, controlled environment, waste treatment and solar panels, for
the primary production of hogs for their industrial processing
Estimated investment amount is USD 190 million
Joint venture for setting up a plant running on clean technology to mill 500,000
tons of soy beans per year in order to obtain 85,000 tons of refined oil and
375,000 of soy flour for animal consumption
Estimated investment amount is USD 149 million.
Joint venture for setting-up 4 sugar mills using new technologies that will
improve sugar production efficiency and its quality.
Estimated investment amount is USD 40 million per project
Joint venture to increase shrimp production by improving the current technology to grow the larva.
Estimated investment amount is USD 20 million

Source: Cuba foreign trade (2015) Special edition on the law no. 118 for foreign investments
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Cuba is only recently emerging from a stifling blanket of

giving up final control over the import, distribution,

economic sanctions that prohibited many forms of trade

and final sale of a company’s product. South African

and commerce. Although the country is now reforming

companies should familiarize themselves with the

towards a more open democratic system of governance,

country’s challenges, while identifying potential business

many investors still perceive the country as a high risk -

partners, sizing the market potential for the company’s

politically and economically.

product, and understanding the challenges of operating
alongside the Cuban government. The key to winning in

Nonetheless, the country offers the most economic

Cuba will be to prepare with rigorous scenario planning in

potential in the Caribbean region, with a GDP of

order to avoid being left on the sidelines once the market

approximately US$80 billion, strategic location, a healthy

begins to bloom.

population, highly educated labour force, as well as active
tourism, agriculture and mineral sectors.

The Cuban

To approach the Cuban market successfully, an investor

domestic market is modest in size but the country can

must adapt to a few principles. Many investors have been

provide an attractive base to serve the Gulf of Mexico,

burned quickly by assuming developed market practises

the Caribbean, and the United States.

will automatically work in a less developed nation, or
assuming that their assets, capital and expertise will be

As per the country’s Portfolio of Foreign Investment

accepted and embraced by those looking to develop

Opportunities, Cuba needs significant foreign capital,

economically. An attitude of humility and adaption to host

for among other reasons, build infrastructure, diversify

nation practices is essential for the long-term success of

its energy sectors, build domestic food production and

a placement and solidifying the relationships necessary to

generate employment. Cuba’s early efforts in applying

secure partnerships.

the law on foreign investment will set the critical tone that
will either encourage or repel potential investors to the

Cuba is a country ripe for foreign investments, but South

new opportunities in Cuba.

African businesses must be patient with what may seem
like a slow pace of change in the island nation. But for

Many risks remain in the country. Likewise, for most

companies that take a longer-term view and invest with

foreign companies, doing business in Cuba will require

realistic expectations, Cuba offers a potential windfall as

working hand in hand with the Cuban government.

one of the last untapped emerging markets in the world.

Forming a joint venture with the government can involve
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9. ANNEXURES

9.1

CUBA GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Source: http://www.zonu.com/cuba_maps/Cuba_Economic_Activity_Map_2.htm
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9.2

KEY CUBAN AIRPORTS

Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa SOC Ltd
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9.3

UNDERSEA CABLES

Source: https://www.google.co.za/search?q=cuba+undersea+fibre+optic+cable+map&biw=1600&bih=783&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwij0Nvj677PAhXLuB4KHTOJDZMQsAQIGQ#imgrc=_EH7vmuht3zaIM%3A
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